Functionalized self-assembled monolayers for measuring single molecule lectin carbohydrate interactions.
The specific interactions between sugar-binding proteins (lectins) and their complementary carbohydrates mediate several complex biological functions. There is a great deal of interest in uncovering the molecular basis of these interactions. In this study, we demonstrate the use of an efficient one-step amination reaction strategy to fabricate carbohydrate arrays based on mixed self-assembled monolayers. These allow specific lectin carbohydrate interactions to be interrogated at the single molecule level via AFM. The force required to directly rupture the multivalent bonds between Concanavalin A (Con A) and mannose were subsequently determined by chemical force microscopy. The mixed self-assembled monolayer provides a versatile platform with active groups to attach a 1-amino-1-deoxy sugar or a protein (Con A) while minimizing non-specific adhesion enabling quick and reliable detection of rupture forces. By altering the pH of the environment, the aggregation state of Con A was regulated, resulting in different dominant rupture forces, corresponding to di-, tri- and multiple unbinding events. We estimate the value of the rupture force for a single Con A-mannose bond to be 95+/-10 pN. The rupture force is consistent even when the positions of the binding molecules are switched. We show that this synthesis strategy in conjunction with a mixed SAM allows determination of single molecules bond with high specificity, and may be used to investigate lectin carbohydrate interactions in the form of carbohydrate arrays as well as lectin arrays.